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A variety of teytile fabrics and other sheet mat3rials have been

tested for penetration by small high-speed missiles. Pellets were

fired by an air-gun at a circular fabric duak. Methods of meaouring

the change of velocity on penetration or rebound were developed. The

spied of the pellet was varied by passing through layerv of polyethy-ebe

film. Impacted fabrics were examined by scanning electron microscopy.

The fabrics were further characterised by slow-speed penetration

tests and by tensile tests on an Instrun tester and by measurement of

dynamic modulus.

Over a considerable range, the reduction in velocity was proportional

to the target weight as the number of layers was increased. Paper wes

the least effective and woven nylon the movt effective of the materials

tested. The effects of various changes in test conditiozm are reported

in detail and discussed.

%le general conclusion is that the most effective materials are

those with a high work of rupture and a low work factor (i.e.a load-

elongation curve which shows stiffening at higher elongation).
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Chaptor 1.

I MrTHODUCT 1 ON

Textile fabrics have been used for many years as a form of
flexible body armour in order to give protection against high-speed
fragmentsg. Practical trialu harve led to constructions which are
reasonably effective, but, like most high-speed phenomena, the fundamentals
of the behaviour of thesu systems are not well understood. Nor is it
reasonable to tasume that. empirical development has led to optimum)
designs.

It is worth notirg that, except for the elementary introduction
to the subject and the simplest basic relations, studies of impact
phenomena in other systema are not of great assistance. Because of
the complexity of the problems, simplifying assumptions are always
introduced - and the simplifications appropriate to one clans of
system are not appropriate to another class, Thus in metals, as
brought out in Johnson's (1) rLcont book, the mate'ial properties are
taken to bo elastic-plastic and a dominant feature is the energy
abe.rbed in bending at the "plastic hinge". But in most textile
m-iterials, the load-deformation curve is of & very different shape,
as indicated in figure (1), and the sheet han little resistance to
bonding bucausc of the freedom of relative movement of fine fibres:
and wh=n these featureo: ure less marked, as in bonded fibre fabrics, the
impact resistanc(: i`s poer.

The aim of the pros-it work was to give some increase in understanding
of the impact phenomona by a mixture of experiiental work and simple
theory. In the pri,:ont state of the art, elaborate theory and complicated
computer program:A!4i is rot justified, since a complete solution of the
mechanics of the problem J s impossible, demanding as it would an analysis
of the interaction of millions of elements: general qualitative
understanding is needed before the right assumptions and models can
be developed. A timple thoeor0tical approach might however lead to
semi-empirical r'olntions of practical value.

The features which ore important in the appliUation are:

(a) the limiting conditions for non-penetration of the fabric
by missiles.

(b) the energy absorbed from missiles which do penetrate.

(c) the magnitude of deformation.

For a given missile in particular fired at a given fabric, the
relevant parameter is the initial velocity. Other features which
will be involved are the mans, dimensions and shape of the missile;
the anglo of impact; the natua'e of any backing material.

In this report, the work carried out during the year is summarised
and discussed. This work starts with the development of the previoua
ballistic apparatus to allow for velocity measurement and energy
calculation. The experimental procedures for measuring the ballistic
resistance of a small miscellaneous collection of materials have beeq

V given, and the results compared and discussed. The behaviour of
materials during slow-speed tensile tests and penetration tests on the
Instron tester have boon investigated, and the relationship between
the different fabric parameters have been deduced: this helps to
charactorise and give better understanding of the factors which influence
ballistic penetration of textile materials.

L---- .. . 4. . '
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The offoot of varying the impact rpeud oi, thc onergy absorption
of fabric Lais bcon examined and di ocusued for both wovvn and warp
knitted fabrics, atnd the rcaulto hav, been diocusned. Thu erfoct of
reinforcing, the, impact point bý O;ron6 fabricu hans been tented, and
the influonou of loadiruC the fhbric around the :zimpact point hac beue
triod wid inveotigated.

The fabric fracture due, to impact has been utudied with thu S.XNM.
to throw light on thc mechanivim of fabric failrtuv duo to ballintic
penetration of different matcrialu.
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EXP.I&N4AL tMIUD.

The ballistic penetration equirmont.

The basic ap]lyratun was uaod in the, v•ovious work(2) nt •MIST,
and it con-iisted, no illuctrated in Fig. (2) of:

(a) A W1,3LEY Mark 3 air rifle (0.22 in bore,) with a firirg velocity
146 rn/soc., fiygd on a supporting bane which was bolted on n. rieid table.

(b) A arrounding frame constructed from two aluminium sido plates
fixed to the table by two eteol angles, and acroba them at the ond a
ateol iellet-stopping plate with a thick (I.11) foam pad stuck to it
for pellet containment. The side plates had pairs of sliding guides,
so that the upt cimen frame could be slid into place, in al.ignment with
the rifle centre line. The apecimen-clamping frame conaintod of two
square alumInitun plates 8", x 8,1 x "I thick, with a 6", diameter hole in
the centre. The square fabric specimen (8", x 8") could be clamped
between the two plates which were poosoud together by 8 bolts and nuts
to allow perfect gripping, especially of woven fabrics which were not
so eanily hold. A second specimen holder wan used when needed, in ardor
to hold material through which the pullet passed to give different
initial velocities on the toot spucimen.

(c) The projoctile used was a waisted lead pellet of weight 0.88 gn
and oalibre 0.22, trade mark MILBRO CALMONIAN, and fig. (3) shows the
shape of these pellets.

Velocity meaure mont.

Two methods have been developed for measuring the pellet velocity
before and after penetration, and these Lre described in the followuinS.

La) Photomahic method.

The principle of this method is based on photographing the pellet
with successive flashes before and after penetration. If the time
between two successive flashes is known, the velocity of the pellet
can be calculated by measuring the distance botwoeor the two wccessivo
photographed positions of the pellet. Fig. (4a) shows a diagrammatic
sketch of the set-up of apparatus used in this method. The successive
timed flashes were given by two Stroboscopes (max.freq.150,000 c/moe)
one flashing on the inward passage of ý.he pellet, and the second flashing
on the outward pasaago after penetration. The photography was carried
out by a still camera using a fast film (Kodak royal, XPAN, rated at
1600 A.S.A.). The test was carried out in darkness, wheore the gun was
fired during simultuneous flashing at 150,0OO c/min (2500 Iz) from the two
atroboscopes, and continuous opeaing of the camera shutter. The camera
shutter was then closed immediately after firing. The suitable frequency

f • of flashing was calculated to give at least two succoasaive Positions of
the pellet within the illuminated range of the passage. Fig. (5) shows
typical photographs with the pellet shown in successivu positions, :n
bcth the cases of penetration and rebound. The scales were fitted on
the apparatus near the inward aund outward pa f-ogon of' the pellet, and
appeared in the same picture, so that the distance between the two

SJL__ _•_.1
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successive positions of the pellet on the inward and outward passages
could be measured using a travelling microscope. The shape of the
plastically deformed fabric and the maxdmimn transverse deformation
were also shown on the same picture.

Knowing the time between the two successive fl.ashes to be 0.4 fr(sec.,
and measuring the distance between the two successive photographed
positions of the pellet, the velocity of the pellet can be calculated
before and after penetration.

(b) Photo-eell method.

This method is base.a on the idea of causing the pellet to cross
beams of light falling on photocells at 11 stations along its passage,
two stations before penetration and two stations af+er penetration.
A fifth station is used to trigger the recording. The signal caused
by the pass.tge of the pellet oppoF .te to each photocell is recorded bn
an oscilloscope, so that the time between each pair of signals can be
measured and the velocity of the pellet before and after penetration
can be ca!_-ulated. Fig. (4b) illustrates diagrammatically, the set-up
of the apparatus using the photo-cell-stations technique, and fig. (6)
shows the electronic circuit of the 5 photo-cells. The photo-cells are
fitted at 5 positions close to the passage of the pellet, the first
one triggering the oscilloscope, and the other four as recording
stations. An ordinary oscilloscope (type D67) has bee- used at a setting
of 0.2 or 0.5 ms/division (depending on the magnitude of the emergin-
velocity) so that the 4 blips recorded at the 4 stations could be enclosed
in the screen. The set-up of the developed ballistic equipment is
shown in fig. (7). The shutter of a still camera, set opposite to the
oscilloscope screen, was left open during the firing in darkness, ana
the 4 successively appearing blips were registered on the film as
illustrated in fig. (8). The time between each pair of successive blips
was measured from the negative film using a travelling microscope reading
C.1 m. Knowing the real distance between each pair of successive
stations, the velocity of the pellet can be calculated both before apd
after penetration. The photo-cell method has been found easy, more
practical, anO. more accurate than the photographic method, and so it has
"been preferred to be used as the main experimental method for measuring
the pellet velocity in this study. The photographic method has been used
occasionally to investigate the fabric derormation during penetration.
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Materials used,

The selection of material- used in the tuoti are given in tihc
following table:

Type of mat'rial 
Weight /m2

1. Paper (writing pad paper). 77

2. Polyethylene film (a) heavy weight. 200

(b) light weight. 50

3. Waen steel fabric, 282 threads/in in both

warp and weft, using steel wire threads 5.5tex 128

4. Spun-bonded nonwoven fabric, polyester

filaments. (By Du Pont). 106

5. Bonded-fibre nonwoven (polyester fibre

and acrylic binder). 185

6. Spun-bonded nonwoven fabric, polypropylene

filaments. (Typar by Du Pont) lJe0

7. Bonded-fibre nonwoven (nylon fibre and

acrilic binder). 157

8. Woven cotton fabric (40 ends/in.breal spun

yarn 37 tex, and 40 picks/inring spun yarn

37 tex). 133

9. Needle-felt from nylon fibre. 230

10, Warp knitted nylon fabric, 22 wales/in,and

37 courses/in,using 100 den. multifilament

yarn. 85

ll. Woven nylon fabric )3nds/in.and 52 picks/in,
both from 205 den.multifilament yarn. 116

12. Kevlar woven fabric, Kevlar PRD 49, 17 ends/

and 17 picks/in, both 158 tex multifilament

yarn. (Style 328 fabric by Du Pont). 220

'b __________________________



IMPact te(st ¶ F-trc

(a) Wying tnrget wiht it cornstant impact velocity.

A sui!oi of namples with •,_ccesoively increasing numbers of layerr
was pu•ptired from ea.h mrteriul. The ]aytrn iA one saamplo, being in
contact with each ctbher, form n whole tal-Gut resisting thu penetration
by tnc yxllut ,n th. imp•ct ptnetration equipMent. The camera wan net

up opposite to the oscilloscope ocreon with it,, oluitter ,penn in darkness
during the firing of the gun. The ahutter was closod after firing,
for thi set up of the next toot. The procudure for a series of tests
cai be carried out systemAtically wiLhout any practical trouble, or
difficulty, or readjustment. by the end of a series of exprimnents,
the whole negative film was taken from the camera, and developed, to
obtain a series of 4-blip traces, each corresponding to one known
sample, and indicatintg the velocity of pellet before and after ponetration
through this samnple,

(b) Varying thu jipact velocity.

In order to vwt-y the impact velocity of the pellet, s;heets of
polyethylene film were uýed to slow doen the pellet velocity. The second
frame carrying the required numbr of sheets was used on the ballistic
equipment as in initial target in the passage of the pellet at a position
before the trigrering station. The number of polyethylene layers
required to give zi definite velocity coulu oe determined from the
experimental relationship between the eieurging volority and the target
weight for polyethylene, A series of constant-weijht target specis-ens,
each consisting of one layer, from the same material was tested at
successively decreasing impact velocity, using a successively increasing
number of polyethylenc sheets in the slowiziý down target. The 4-blip
trace for each test was registered and analysed in the same way as
explained before. The polyethylene uheets seemed not to change the
pellet orientation &k'ter slowing it down as was noticed from the symetry
of the fra~cur%. in the impacted tnrgetr ind th, circular shape of the
removed plugs.

Slow-skeed penetration tst d

An attachment was dcsigned to be fitted to the Instron tester
for penetrating tho material at a low speed (2 cm/min) as illustrated
in fig. (9). The specimen in this test had the same dimensions and
clamping conditions nn in the ballistic tests. The clamping frame was
attached to a framew--k mounted on tho cross-head. The penetrating
arm was attached to a framework su.pended from the load-cell. Thu tip
of the penetrating arm consisted of a pellet similar to that used in
the impact tests. From the load-deformation curve recorded on the
instrument, values indicating the penetration characteristics of the
fabric were calculated. The pj'oblem of quantities and units involves
difficulties, but for the present, the following quantities will be used:
(a) Penetration stiffness, deftned as the slope, at the point of origin,
of the curve reprsesnting the relationship between the normalised load
and the strain, where the normalised load is equal ýo the load divided
by the mass/unit area of fabric (units are g.wt(Jm ) -,)3nd the strain
is equal to the transverse deformation divided by the specimen diameter

) (dimensionlgss). The units of the penetration stiffness are thereforeg.wt (g/M2 -±.
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(b) Th'netrP.tion rtrength dofined ant thu force causing rupture divided
by tbh MarLes/unit aren of th- fabric, the units oe g.wt(g/m2)-l,

(a) Maxb,•um Bulge strain, d, ined as the tlaxtmum transveruz' ioformtltion
occurring in thu fabric (lde to punatration, divided by the specien 'o
diamvter (dime nnionleas).

Instron tonsil(, tontn,

Tonsilc teots were carried out on the above maturials in both
the longthwioc and crosswi-se directionS, using a strip specimen
(20 x 2.5 cm), at a •pecud if extunriion 2 cn/min, and chart-to cross
head spoed ratio of 2.5, and load-c.ll CTM. P'rom the recorded load-
extension curve, the averago value of tau two tcsts in the lengthwise
and ce'osnwidu dire'ctions was czlculated for tVe modulus, the tenacity,
the breuding uxtension and the energy (area under the stress-strain
curve)*

Dynamic modulus test:

The dynamic modulu. w:iu measured, for unch of the above materials
using the Morganu dymanic modulus tester (type PPM-5R). The basis of
this method is thu mensuremnet of the velocity of propagation of - pulse
with a frequency in the range from 3 to 10 kHz. The test was carried oat
for both the lengthwise a-nd crosswise directions of the fabric, and the
average of the two directions wao tnken to indicate the dynamic modulus
of the fabric.

Pellet orientation after penetrating through polyethylene

Thi orientation of the pellet, after passing through the polyethylene
target, did not change and the pellet hit the stopping plate with the
same orientation dith which it left the gun barrol. The evidence
suppar'king this judgement was the shape of the accumulatel smashed
pellets at the surface of the stopping plito contained in the foam pad.
After a number of impact tests, these smashed pellets were found
superimposed concentrically and sticking over each other, forming a
symetrical conical shape. This showed that al] the pelivLO impacted
the stopping plate at the same point and with the sare orientation after
passing through thL polyethylene sheets.

AnotLer observation which showed that no change in pellet orientzition
occurred due to passing through the slowing-down polyethylene sheets, was
the circular or square shape of plugs removed from target impacted by
pellets whico had been slowud-down by polyethylene shevts. The Symetry
in tho shape of the plugs shows that the pellets hit the target with its
initial oriuntration.

#-
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EXit';lI Mh.IrfAI, ] ;;t,[:

,U-tiJ9t- •1 ,,,,,l _I rL~;ct t. Ot,, 8t!.

Velocity ruduct Lun on punntrt~i tjr.

Fig. (10) Lvhowu thu, cffI.ct of incraqsiing thVi targut weight byizicroa•ivit,4 thk., z1vml[,r of l:aycrl' crat ,ntzrialo on thc oemerging

velocity of the ),e.l vt :i'ftcr pt:iutration with (n initial vulocity of
11+6 m/:oc. Valueuý of tih -picil'ic vulocit.' rductiozn of thit raterinlc
are compared in Table Ii. it .'IppLars that thu omerging vcloc.U%.y deorvasou
linearly With t.lu incrc,,as of tar*evt wriglht over moot of the rangl, but
it trndoi to dvcrt'zu:, at a higihe rate nicar the nto0.)ping weight. The
rate of docreavc in th euinerging velocity due to ani increasse in target
weight differs accordip; to the type) of nMaturial. Thu. vlopu of the
linear relationship btweken thu emvrgiiwg velocity and the target wuight -
(tho upoCific velocity reduction)- could then bUt taken ats an indicatton
to the effoctivvnusti or the material for energ;y aboorption in impact
penetration. It can be noted that palper shows the least offuctivotions
in energy absorption (least 1lope), while the warp knitted nylon fabric
shows the hiZhust effectivenesu. Trhiv difference, in onergy absorption
could be related to the differenco in theý miechanical proporties tuid
the structuie between the different materials, au will be discussud
in the next chapter.

Effect of varying initial vlocity.

Fi-ig. (11) i;how.; the effect of dccraniiný the impact velocity on
the energy absorj~tiom of the target for both woven and warp knitted
nylon fabrics. The dtcre.asv in thi impact velocity tends to docrease
the ent.rgy ab•oarption of the twrg.t, but when the limiting velocity
of the targtit (velncity just to penutrato the target -ind stop) is,
approached, tht energy absorltion tends t,• innreaEýŽ. This inecrtuan.
in energy absiorption ncir th, limiting: velocity is more noticeable
In the cais of the wovuui fabric th-ui in the knitted fabric. Compaxinrg
the woven fabric with the knitted fabric in the previous figure, it can
be noticed that the targot with thu higher erwrgy absorption (the woven
fabric) Thows a higrher limitiing velocity than the target with the lower
energy absorption (the knitted fabric). The limiting velocity will
therefore depend on both the weight and thV effectiveness of energy
absorption of the material.

Limiting velocity- orpenetration.

The initial velocities below which the pellet failed to penetrate
the target were as follow6: Thble 1

"Mtpri .... Limitina velocity

(1) Knitted nylon fabric (85g/T 2 ) 85 mr/s

Woven Kevlar (Style 428

fabric 220g/m" > 146 m/s
((4) 20 layer target of polyethlee46 

/s
Knitted nylon (6 )r*/m2) re e4 146 m/)
at the impact point by i, u uare of
needle nylon felt (230 g/rn-) 2.5x
S2.5cm stitched alonrW the
circunference of the square.

'1
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TO TI

ypiIaOv&1 c.1201 r x tii~tonu Ai dli' 1¾'nLn nunbux' nf 1Inyum.r

1. Paipor 7/7 g/ra' .0oa1oý 05

2. Polyeth~yun CIAO(
50 a/m.('.5 .04.3021

3s PolYcthy1lnu
200 ~/'.025 o;!6 .()23 .05?

4. woiven L" tg c,

5. Spun-bontldd

106 g/m'- o.58 .036--

6, Donded-fibro
polyco3tur P

18") g/111 .0,13 .023

7. spunl-bonded
polypropylene,

110 g/rli- '5 o'11)-

8, Bondod-fibrc,
nylon l579/rni ,ý76 u064--

9. Wovun Coti~on

133 g/mi 0.165--

nylon ;2.50/m" 0.4 If--

11.Warp knittcq
nylon 8 5g/rn' 0.56-- -

12.Wuvuni ny3,on
11 6 g/n~' 0.5763-
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Experiments on modifieOd trgets

(a) Targets reinforced at the impact point:

When the target ia reinforced at the impact point by squares of
needle felt, the energy absorption of the target increases and its
limiting velocity increases accordingly, as illustrated in table III,

Table III Reinforcement of impact point.

Method of reinforcement fixation. Effect on penetration resistance

1. Sticking with twiii-stick at the No significant gain in the penetr-
four corners of the square. ation resistance of the reinforced

2. Stitching at the centre of" the target.
square. No significant gain in the penetr-

ation resistance of the reinforced
target.

3. Stitching along the circtuference Considerable gain in penetration

of the square. resistance, stopping the pellet

(V50 of the reinforced target-
146 m/sec Compared to V50 of 85.5
m/sec. for the fabric without.
reinforcoment).

4. Stitching along the diagonals Stopping a:'d bouncing of pellet,
of the square (V50 is higher than 146 m/sec.that

is higher resistance tI. penetration

than the previous case).

The improvement in the energy absorption of the reinforced Larget has

been found to depend on both the penetration strength of the reinforcing

material and the methoi of its fixation to the basic target. The
diagonal stitching of the reinforcing squares to the knitted target

gives more improvement in energy absorption than the circumferential
stitching., If the reinforcing square is not strongly fixed to the target,

it will not provide any substantial improvement in the energy absorption

of the modified target.

(b) Targets loaded around the impact point:

The loading of the target (warp knitted nylon) around the impact

point by sticking lead discs does not improve the energy absorption of

the modified target, but on the contrary, the loading tends to decrease

slightly the energy absorption of the target, as can be seen from table IV.

Table IV Fabric Loading and penetration strength.

Percentage increase in target weight. Encrgy absorbed by target.
% kg cm

0J 0 51

95.5 48

191 45.3

This test shows that the effect of the kinetic energy of the target

is not important as compared to its deformation energy.

L * 1



22.

Nature of deformation.

The observed form of deformation of the target during and after
penetration has been found to depend on the properties and the structure
of the target material. The following cases have been observed:

(a) Stiff fabrics:

The stiff fabrics with a random fibrous structure such as paper,

bonded-fibre nonwovens, and spun-bonded
nonwovens showed a very limited elastic deformation throughout most of
the target, with the exception of the impact zone which showed large
plastic deformation. After penetration, the target showed no sign of
any dimfensional change or any permanent deformation, except at the
impact zone where the plastic deformation causing the fracture took
place. The permanent deformation at the impact zone noticeable to
an extent depending on the impact velocity and the plasticity of the
target material. At lower impact velocities, and higher plasticity
(such as polyethylene) the permanent deformation was noticeable, while
at higher impact velocities and lower plasticity, (such as bonded-fibre
nonwovens) no plastic deformation was noticed a-. the impact zone as can
be seen from fig. (12a).

(b) Needle felt:

The needle felt target showed substantial plastic deformation
throtvghout the whole target, reaching its maximum valuc at the impact
zone, and decreasing gradually towards the target boundaries as can
be seen from fig. (12,b). The excessive plastic deformation associated
with the deformation of this target caused a considerable change in the
dimensions and the shape of the circular target which was deformed
into a permanent conical shape.

Woven nylon fabric.

The woven nylon fabric was deformed with large elastic strains
extending from the impact point to the target boundaries until the
threads at the impact zones were plastically deformed and penetration
occurred. After penetration, the target showed no permanent deformation
except at the impact point where the threads orthogonal at the impact
zone, were fractured and slackened,

Knitted nylon fabric.

The deformation of the knitted fabric showed large strains throughout
the target, and after penetration the fabric showed permanent deformation
especially near the impact zone where the threads were fractured.

Woven steel fabric.

The fabric showed very limited elastic deformation throughout the
target, but arounid the impact point, plastic deformation occured,
leading to fracture of a plug of fabric across both the warp and the

4I
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FIG.12 GENERAL VIEW OF PENETRATED FABRICS
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we f t. tihIr eatds . The pen te tra tled f.L th i I; lowc d -; oine Cear IjI" li e. ros 9 the warp) Itil
the ve ft tilpeads arot1A' 1110 1l( i Ilrilt poinat. bli1t. I-he re st of the tb rgret. s hnowd 11o
si gil f tiny Jperillalllelit diIi ellsiolla~l ehiinge.

Rjeimo v& 1 of )jjrl (11)dp to pjjef1.jou;tj(I

The ballistic penn triiti on of the pellet througrh tile targe t tended in pgenera I
to remove it plufg of the mater-ial, wh i ch wns cairri ed awn- 1,1 the pell et . ) oweve I
ill SomeC fabr ic s, the pene trati on o ccurredi not due(, to the removal1 of at plugr from
the manteri al, but due to the frac tare of thie fabri i C t thle imllpact. poill t, such a!A
the ca ses of' the wov en nyvlon fabr ic, the kiit tlel nyloni fibri andiw the spun-bonldedl
volyn ropyiev1CI faibric. In soIYý cases , tile wasi~ riS ot Colliple)J eely 1'eIl.ovedl, but
it reini necd a ttachled to the target at one side, such r' tile case of tile tIledi e
11yl1n felt-

.In the case of stiff' fabrics wi &hi randomn fibrous structure, suchl as thle
bonded-fiblro fixl..rics or paper the removed plug-s were fipproxintitftely ci rcular.
Punt in the case of thle Jovenj Cotton fa~bric oi- the woven steel fabric, tile removed
plugs were square. Thils is clearly because the fraictulre occurs across lines
depending onl the struictural anisotropy.

In tile case of thle materials whose tearingf streivgti was very low, such
as paper and tile woven steel, the removal of tile pllug waIs ass5ociated wi th S(. w
tearing alongr directions perpendicular to tihe circumference of the penetration
hole.

SEM 8tuliieS Of impACted mater-iials

Thle- impa~ct. zone -was investigated by S141 for a number of penetratod and
unponetrat~ed materials, and tile remarkcs observedi on each material are given iii
tile following:

Penetra ted w.oven cotton fabric

Fig. (13) shows thle SLA photograiphs tor both tile impljact zolie inl tile falbric,
and tile plugr carried away wi th thle pellet. The impact. zone shows thlat ba th Willrp
threads and veft thlread1s are ruptured. Tile S(Illare plug shlows that the impact.
energp was mnainly aibsorbcd by a low number (about 5) of both warp and weft
threads intersectinlf withl the impact -,one, as illutstrated ia tile fol lowing diiigr~a:-.

places of' rupture .- I

across tho 71
orthogonal yarns. trascryn

+ the atnpact strain-

.1 -H. t-i

plug removed 4-~: J +-- -- *-- A

wit ----- -1*tt: Boundlirics of tairL
pol.lot. _.19~+I
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Impact Zone of penetrated woven cotton fabric.

kli;. (13) (impact velocity 146 m/scc)

a. - Fabric fracture at the impact zone, showing ruptwue of both warp
and weft yarns.

b. - Fractured Cotton fibres at the impact zone.

c. - Shape of fractured ends of the cotton fibres in the fabric.

d. - Plug of fabric carried away with the pLllet.

e. - Fractured ends of fibres in the plug.

2. - Fracture surface of fibre in the plug.

I,

I.
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FIG.13 IMPACT FRACTURE OF COTTON FABRIC
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Fig. (VI) RhOWS t1,11 SIM pho t106!r.Z ihj1 0of tle iMpfl4.1 Zone ill thle InhebiC.
The faibric frncture shows the ru~ptuIre of' hothI warvi andi v.vIt tfhiicaoh, inohersoet ino,
the impact Zonep. ]Ill this 1i;Ihvic 110 phurt wils i'irnoved fromi the flhz~i c, pvvS11111aiv
due to tile effect, (Of inpact onl CIO weaheivliwl of' thel( ti-ilud"; lit the impalct 1wli
I (ad.. ug to tile ji it jtiitinl of' rulpt uv Ott thiis poinit. I'he presencev of' fiustd Li lie
ends Coulld s~how the effect of' tile hlipzhu rilte of straiil, of nig(ti ie heatillug of' the
broken f ibre s to the extort ý of fuisiniioi* Th is os i on conIuld also be diiv to the
rubbi n., of thui pellet, with.1 the riiipturved yairis diir intg its ias saige Ott it hii h speed
titioug1h the hole poeute ti ed in the ( fabr ic.

The high rate of Ptrairiing in the yarns involved ini the impact Yone cmusv-H
exceiisive inter-yarn irietion.

This excecsuive friction could cauise surfacre fusion of the nylon fi laments
na can be seen in fig. (14'f) . The ynrns which tire not, inv'olved in the imiipot,
zone and (10 not. maked contact. wi iii thlt pel let. show T40 Sur face damagre tiue to fuilsion
by friction. The follmowinq dia!.,rammunaic sketch illuistrat~es the expected placee
to be- damnaged by frictional fusion of fibres:

I ~Places of' surf,.CQ
Planoof f1 .H J I* usioni.

Ii,~ ~-i -4.. ~-~-

\.iiii I -~-~-~-'Boundaries of t,-rO,2,
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Iu•cpt zone of penetrated woven nylon fabric.

Fig. (14) (impact velocity 14 6m/sec).

a. - Fabric fracture dt the impact zone, showing rupture of both warp

and weft yarns.

b. - Fractured nylon filauivnLo in the ruptured yarn at the impact zone.

c. - Fractured filament ends fused together at the impact zone.

d. - A group of fractured and fused filament ends at the impact zone.

c. - Surface of filaments in the y:irn, not involved in the impact zone,
showing no sigi, of surface 4,amage or fusion.

f. - Surface of filomnlnto in the yarns involved in the impact zone,
showing funion along ita lon6Lhk due to inter-yarn friction.

A
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FIG.14 IMPACT FRACTURE OF WOVEN NYLON FABRIC
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mi~ct zont of penctratod wArp knitted nylon f-,bric.

Fig. (15) (imlplct v0locity 14~6 In/60~C)

tit - Fabric frnctur-. at thu impact zon~e, L;diowinjý ruptured y:trnca.

b, - Dinturbunce nf thej kizdttvd loop-, nt tho impact voneu.

o0. - Fracturud nylon filtmentu iti onu of thu ruptured luoptmj ohowing,
fracture Ai the curved part of the loop.

d. - Fractured nylon filamuntr, ,uavd to~;ethkr at the iinpact zone.

ee - Surface of yarn involvod in impact fracture, Enhowing fution
,Uon~g the length of thc yarun near thu croL~-ovur point.

f.- Surface furion of nylon filamentz. in the removod plW,.
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FIG.15 IMPACT FRACTURE OF KNITTED NYLON FABRIC
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IJmLact zonf• enl0_elntrated woven' -Atc(.l f,'ibric.

Fig. (16) (i.mpact velocity ].4C m/scc)

a. - E'e of the fracturud squnrc hole in thQ fkbric, ,;how,1, loctI

brnddirk of the steel wires nt cron-u-over p)oinits3.

b. - Dwaiue iind distoroion of the cstcol wires in the impaict noniu.

c. - Ivact•ure and damage of the Asteul wirce at the c1)os-ovCr' pointu
facing the impact ride.

d. - Tearing in the fabric around the impact zone, showing fracture
of the st:eel wires at nimilar cross-ovcr points facing the impact
side.

Q. - Plug of fabric carried awny with the pullet, showing fracture of
wire, at siiwilar croee-over pointi.

1f. - Zhape of fractured Qnd of the steel wire in the plug, showing
Whv hcvu oeffect at tho croz;-ovtir points.
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Penetrated polyethylene sheet:

The SEM photographs for the impact zone of the polyethylene target
are shown in fig. (17). This material shows high plastic deformation
at the impact zone. In the multilayer target, the plastic deformation
was higher in the back layer than the front one. The cross-section of
the plug of this target, shown in fig. (17e) shows that the back layer
has more drawing effect and more thinning out than the front layer.

Unpenetrated woven nylon fabric.

Fig. (18) shows the SEM photographL of the woven nylon fabric after

impact without penetration. The impact zone shows that the impact of
the pellet caused the complete fracture of one of the warp threads and

partial fracture of other warp threads, but no fracture in the weft
threads (due to the high crimp in weft relative to warp). This could
show that it is the fracture of the warp threads which initiates the
fabric rupture in penetration. Fig.(18,b) shows the squashing of the
weft thread which was under the fractured warp thread. This squashing
should have also affected the fracture of the missing warp thread, which
was appearing on the impact face at the squushing point before rupture.

Unpenetrated woven Kevlar fabric.

Fig. (19) shows the SE11 photographs of the unpenetrated woven Kevlar
fabric. The impact zone shows distortion of the threads in the fabric but
to a small extent not oufficient to create a hole for the pellet passage.
The Kevlar fibres at the impact zone, showed surface damage due to splitting
tendency of the fibres.

'I,
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Impact zone of penetrated polyethylene sheet.

Fig. (17) (impact velocity 146m/sec)

a. - Rd view of the impact zone in the first layer of a multilayer
target, (6 sheets), showing plastic deformation around the
impact zone.

b. - End view of the impact zone in the 6 th layer of the target, showing

more plastic deformation that the first layer,

c. - Top view of the penetrated hole in the first layer.

d. - Top view of the penetrated hole in the last layer, showing
smaller hole size than the first layer.

e. - Cross section of the plug of the multilayer target, carried away
with the pellet, showing more thinning out of the last layer than that
in the first layer.
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38.
Impact zone of unpenetrated woven nylon fabric.

Fig.(18) (impact vclocity 1OOm/Gec).

a. - Impact side of the fabric, showing distortion of both warp and
weft threads, and missing of one warp thread at the impact zone.

b. - Distorsion and squashing of threads at the impact zone, and some
of the filaments in the ruptured yarn snowing on the face of the
fabric.

c. - Back of the fabric showing the ruptured warp thread which is
missing on the face.

d. - Back of the fabric, showing rupture of filaments across the yarn,
and partial fracture in warp yarns only.

I'
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FIG-18 IMPACT DAMAGE IN UNPENETRATED NYLON FABRIC
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Impact zone of unpenetrated woven Kevlar fabric

Fig. (19) (impact velocity 146 m/se)c)

a. - Diotorsion in both the fabric structure and the yarn structure at

the impact zone.

b. - Damage of Kcvlar fibro, at the impact zone.

c. - Fibre splits at the impact zone.

d. - Splitting of Kevlar fibre at the impact zone.

I'
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Slow Penetration Tosts.

Shape of the load-deformation curve:

Fig. (20) shows typical load-penetration curveo recorded on the
Instron tester. This type of curve consists of a short initial easy-
deformation stage and thcn the main linunr stage with higher resistancc
to deformation lasting till the f:Abric i; penetrated. Thu shape
of the load-deformation curve in the slow penetration test was, more or
loss, the same for the diffcrent touted fabrics, although the shape
of the tensile load-deformation curves of thsoe fabrics differed
considerably, as can be seen from the previous figure.

Modulus, strength and extensibilitX.

in the slow penetration teat, the higher the penetration suiffnesa
of the fabric, the lower was its penetration strength and maximum
deformation as can be deduced from table V. In other words, stiff fabrics
tended to give a lower penetration strength and a lower maximum deformation.

Table (V) Slow Penetration testb.

Type of Stiffnesý Strengtý Maximum Strength Energy

Material g.wt(g/m )-1 g.wt(g/m )-I bulge bulge Kgcm/g-1 strain, product

g.wt(g/m
2 )

-I

1. Paper 359 15.1 .042 o.63 1167
2. Polyethylene 49.9 22 .168 3.7 1,24
3. Woven steel 683 43.7 .097 4.17 1,2
4. Spun-bonded

polyester 234 60.5 .138 8.95 2 2
5,. Bonded

polyester 62 83.3 .21 17.5 4137
6. Spun bonded

polypropylcne 347 ill .173 19.2 6,1
7. Bonded nylon 36.6 93 .305 28.4 6,17
8. Woven Cotton 21.5 105 • 33 34.6 8*
9. Needle felt

nylon 25 152 • 33 51 13.8
10.Warp knitted

nylon 16.5 247 • 38 94 17.4
1l.,Woven nylon 65.5 365 • 30 109 28

Penetration Energ

The area under the load-deformation curve recorded in the slow
penetration test represents the energy absorbed by the target. It
ccan be seen from table (V) that the energy of penetration differs
according to the type of target material. Stiff high modulus fabrics
tend to give lower energy absorption than flexible, low modulus fabrics.

I
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The n•nrgy absorbed bU Lhc f ibric ii thu slow-penetration to43t }
was found to be .oroport.1onal to the energy absorbed in. thu iinpact tauLt
au can be veen from table tn:. Thi:. proportionality was found to bu
approximatuly linear )ii; illustrated in fig. (21). The fabric which
had a high unergy absorption in the impact test also showed a high
energy absorption in the slow penetration test. This could Uhow
that the parameture, mainly influcncir4 the energy absorption in
both of the two different tests, arc nearly the same.

Table VI Slow-penetratJon ecrirgy and impact. cnory.

Typo of 1iaterial Slow penetration Impact penetration
eno.,gy kgcm/g. unergy Kg.cm/g.

1. Paper .167 .597
2. Polyethylene L.24 2.9
3. Woven steel 1.2 1.9
4. Spun-bonded olyestcr 2.2 2.33
5. Bonded polyester 4.37 1.77
6. Spun bonded poly-

propylene 6.1 4.8
7. Bonded nylon 6.17 4.28
8. Woven Cotton 6 10.8
9. Needle felt, nylon 13.8 18.5
10O.Warp knitted nylon 17.4 28.5
ll.Woven nylon 28 29.2

Strene th-bulge product.

Table (V) shows the relation between the strength bulge product and
the energy absorption of the material. The higher the strength-bulge
-product of the fabric, the higher was its energy absorption as

illustrated in fig. (22). This shows that fabrics with high strength
ald high extensibility in penetration would give a high energy
ib.Ysorption. It should be noted here that a fabric which has a high
Oroegth and a high extensibility in the tensile test does not
iecesaarily have the sane in the penetration tesot, because in the
penetration test, there is another factor (the shape of tensile
stress-strain curve) which plays an important role in determining the
penetration strength and extensibility.

Instron tests and dywiiic modulus.

Shape of tensile stress-strain curve:

The shape of the stress-strain curve was found to differ considerably
from one rinterial to another in the group of materials tested. The stiff
fabrics, such a8 bonded-fibre nonwovens and spun-bonded nonwovens, gave
a curve with a steep rise in stre.ss at the start, followed by easy plastic
deformation with declining stress towaids the breaking point. On the

other hand, the flexible fabrics, such as tie knitted fabric and the
needle felt, gave a curve with a slight increase in stress at the start,
followed by more increase in stress towards the breaking point. The

work factor could be taken to describe quantitatively the shape of the
stress-strain curve (3).
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Curvcu with work f'Lctor larger tha.m 0.5 6how non-locking deformatioii,
while cur'ves with work factor lce;, thaiL 0.5 t;hfow locking deformation.

Comparintg the work factor o;2 thc ;,;aturial with its unurgy absorption
in penetration, it ha,; been found that the lower the work f:ctor, the,
higher the onergy abs.orption.

Tensile & dynmnic modulum.

Table (VII) ýAiows the InLitron teuziLlL propo!rticL; aud the dynami~c
rodu.lus of thu fabrics.

Table (VII) Tensile tests and dynamic modulus.

Type of Work Modulus Strength Breaking Lnorgy Dynamio
material factor g.wt/tex g.wt/tex ext. % Kg.om/ modulus

tr. g.wt/tex

1. Paper 0.52 650 5.67 1.7 4.75 934

2. Polyeth-
ylene. 9 92 15 2.4 1150 1700 48

3. Woven
st ocl .75 176 4.65 16 55.8 667

4. Spun-bonded
polyebter .69 158 6.5 4, 204 126

5. Bonded
polyester .65 15.3 2.27 35.9 55 82

6. Spun-bonded 0)5
polypropylcnt 6lO 5.71 43.4 191 119

7. Bondod nylon .52 6.3 1.53 32.2 34.6 19

8. Woven Cotton .35 64. 4 5.27 -r'.4 31.3 61

9. Needle felt
nylon .38 2 5.1 72 143 20

l0.Warp Knitted
nylon .29 o.88 7.2 33.9 160 4.4

ll.Woven nylon .5 34.5 13.9 27.3 193 66

It can be seen that the tenoile modulus i •roportional to the dynamic
modulus. The fabricos which havw high tensile and dynamic modulus
are fabrics which have high penetration modulusO. Comparing the modulus
with the onorgy of penetration for the diffirent fabrics, it can be deduced

(' that the higher the modulus, the lower the energy absorption. Although
the higher modulus always indicateo better strain propagation, it is
indicating the contrary in penetration, because the penetration involves

*• large strains and the ;sodulus is not the factor governing the propagation
of large strains, Lt therv is another factor which governs the propagation
of large strains, n,;,,ely the shape of the stres6-strain curve.

Mom'1
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Tensila strenkgth.

Comparing the tensile test with the penetration test, it carn be
deduced that the fabric with higher uensile strength tends to give higher
penetration strength. However, this is not always true, as the modulus
has an effect on thL penetration. For exaiple, paper and needle felt both
have nearly the sane tensile strength, but because of the very high modulus
of paper it gives considerably lower penetration strength than the needle
felt.

Breaking extension.

Conparing the tensile test with the penetration test, it can be
deduced that the breaking extension is riot proportional to the maximun
bulge caused by penetration. The maximtun penetration bulge, relative
to the breadking extension, depends on the shape of the tensile stress-
strain curve as will be explained. later in the discussion.

Tensile energy.

The energy absorption in the tensile test was found to be not
proportional to the energy absorption in penetration. The ratio of the
penetration energy to the tensaie energy was dependent on the work factor
as can be seen f:'cm fig. (23.) The-. stiff fabrics, with work factor
larger than 0.> CPgve low ratio of nenetration to tensile energy, while
the fl, -ihle fabrics 5:oIC.4CI a high ratio. This showed that the tensile
energy a.one ic n, t cuffr.cieit to indicate the energy absorption in
Penetr"ation but the '..-,o,.actor is a very importuant factor determining
the energy absorption -in penetration.

When, the tensile energy was compared with the impact penetration
ener-y, the tonsil,, energy also found to be not proportional to the
irqnpct penetration 'ni.ry. The- ratio of the ballistic penetration energy
uo -;hie, tensile ern:rgy war: f.und to depend on the work factor of the
material av can ,oe r::on ±rJ fig. (12), This shows that the shape of
the tensile stress-st-r,.in curve determines the degree to which the
potential tens;ile unoergy of)- the materials could be utilised in both slow
penetration and impact penotration.
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Chaptuer 4.

DISCUSSION.

Understanding of the phenomena of ballistic energy absorption •i,
textile materials demands an understanding of two complicated situations:
penetration mechanics and high speed effects. During the second stage
of this research, we sholl endeavour to follow up these problems with
simple theoretical studies. However, at this stage, we present a
tentative attempt at qualitative discusion of what happens.

When the fabric is hit by the pellet, the area around the impact
point will deform until the rupture strength aDd strain of the material
are reached. If this condition is achieved without substantial propaga-
tion of the local strain to the rest of the target, the target will absorb
a lcw a.tount of energy, mostly due to the deformation of the local impact
area. But if the achievement of rupture is associated with the
propagation of the large strains to the rest of the fabric, the target
will abaorb a high amount of energy. This propagation of the large
strains to the rest of the target increases the maximum transverse
deformation of the target, and accordingly increases the energy absorption.
In other words, if two fabrics have the same rupture strength, but one is
more efficient in large-strain propagation than the other, this fabric
will give higner energy absorption in penetration than the other.

The energy absorption of the mate:rial will, therefore, depend on
the ability of its structure to facilitate the propagation of large
strains, as well as on the penetration strengths The efficiency of the
material in large-strain propagation depends on the shape of its tensile
stress-strain curve. The shape of the stress-strain curve shows whether
the material has a locking or non-locking structure. In the locking
structure the increase in the plastic deformation occurring around the
impact point is associated with a rise in stress, leading to the
ropagation of +hese large strains to the rest of the target. But

in the non-locking structure, the increase in plastic deformation
around tha impact point continues without substantial rise in the
stress, leading to no propagation of large strains to the rest of
the target.

The two main factors which cause the strain around the impact point
to be the maximum strain in the target are: the ioncentration effect, and
the propagation effect. The concentration effect appears in fabrics
with random orientation, where the stress decays as we move from the
impact point to the boundary of the target due to the increase of the area
carrying the load. The propagation effect causes the strain around the
impact point to be the maximum as this is the zone firstly deformed in the
target, when other zones have not yet known of the deformation. The
concentration effect depends on the fibre orientation in the fabric;
woven fabrics with biassed orientation in orthogonal directions will
give no stress concentration around the impact point, but the stress will
be the same from the impact point,

to the target boundary. The propagation effect depends
on the shape of the stress-strain curve of the fabric. If the curve
indicates a locking structure, this means that the large strains achieved
at the impact zone will be associated with the locking of the structure
and a higher resistance to deformation. This locking counteracts the
advance of large strains due to the impact effect, so that these strains
will have the chance to propagate through a great extent of the target.
In other words, the locking of the imiact zon- reases its rate of
deformation, relative to the other zones, and so g' e strain a
chance to reach the other zonesý The locking structure enab i impact
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zone to deform plastically, but delays the rise in stress until the
strain reaches the other zones and contribute to the maximum deformation
of the target. The energy absorption in ballistic penetration of this
type of structure is mainly due to the plastic deformation of most of
the zones of the target. The needle felt and the warp knitted fabrio
are good examples of this tipe of structures

If the stress-strain curve indicates a non-locking structure, this
means that the large plastic strains at the impact zone will be
associated with much easier deformation than in the other zones which
carry only small strains or have not yet carried any strains. This Will
cause the rate of deformation at the impact zone to be excessively higher
than that at the other zones. The impact zone will, therefore, reach
the rupture strain before any large strains have propagated to the other
zones in the target. This effect of non-locking plasticity adds to the
effect of advancing strains due to impact, and both effects cause the
strain at the impact zone to be excessively higher than the strains at
the other zones. The impact zone will, therefore, reach the breaking
strain of the material before substantial plastic strains have propagated
to the other zones in the target. In other words, the non-locking
structure causes the impact zone to deform plastically without waiting or
giving the chance to the rest of the target to participatu in carrying the
large strains. The energy absorption in the ballistic penetration of
this type of structure is mostly due to the local plastic deformation of
the impact zone, while the rest of the target contributes only with small
elastic energy, which cannot be compared with the large plastic energy. So,
the energy absorption in ballistic penetration of this type of
structotre is usually very small due to the lucal contribution, instead
of the integral contribution, of the target. The bonded-fibre nonwovens
and the spun-bonded nonwovens are good exmiples of this type of non-
locking structure.

The second main factor, influencing the energy absorption in
ballistic penetration is the penetration strength of the target. This
penetration strength does not only depend on the tensile strength of the
material, but it depends also on its modulus. This comes from the nature
of the deformation of the impaot zone which envolves bending of the
structure. This bending will develop tonsi- stresses which add to the
tensile stresses already developed in the structure. The magnitude of
these bending stresses depends on the modulus of the material. In a
very stiff material, the bending stresses are very high, so that the
fracture occurs at a low penetration strength compared with the tensile
strength. But in a flexible material, the bending stresses are very
small so that the fracture occurs at a high penetration strength compared
with the tensile strength. Accordingly, if two materials have the same
tensile strength, (such as paper and needle felt), the stiffer fabric
will give the lower penetration strength. This modulus effect contributes
to a greater energy absorption in the penetration of the lower modulus
materials than in the higher-modulus materials.

Combining the deformation with the strength of the material in
ballistic penetration, it can be deduced that the material which prqvides
a high extensibility combined with a high penetration strength could provide
high energy absorption in ballistic penetration. As has been shown, the
locking structure is characterised by both high strength and deformation
in penetration and accordingly it provides a recommended structure for
energy absorption in ballistic penetration. This could lead to the
trend in the design of a fabric with a locking-structure providing
efficient energy absorption in ballistic penetration.
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The fabrics which ar• constructed from threads, such as woven or
knitted fabrics, provide efficient propagation of strain through the
target, and even if they are stiff, they providc higher energy absorption
than stiff fabrics with a random fibrous structae which load to higher
stress concentrations.

The iUnvestigation of the impact zone by the EEM helps in the
understanding of the type of damage in the differenat types of target
structures. For example, in the case of stiff non.-locking structures,
such as the woven steel fabric, damage due to the rhearing of fibres
was predominant, while in the case of extensible looking-structures,
such ai the woven cotton fabric, damage due to the tensile rupture of
the fibres was predominant.

The investigation of the unpenetrated woven nylon fabric showed
that the threads with the lower extensibility (warp threals) started
to break before the threads with the higher extensibility (weft threads).
This could help in th-Ž design of a fabric with equal extensibility in
both of the warp and weft directions, to give better •share of penetration
resistance between the two systems of yarns.

The Kevlar woven fabric, showed that the rema: .•able high tenacity of
KevIar fibre provided a resistance to the tensile rupture of the fibres,
and the fibre damage occurred due to the splitting of the fibres.

I,
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